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About me

• Started teaching in 2000
• Joined PESTA in 2012
• M.Ed in 2015 at UBC
• Became Master Teacher in 2016
• In-service teacher professional 

development
• Interest includes game-based 

approach, inventing games 
model, teacher beliefs, student-
voice





Focus of the sharing

• Understand the IG process and focus

• What students learned in IG

• Points to note when implementing IG



What is the purpose of games education?



Why Inventing Games?

“As students negotiate, debate, overcome conflict, and navigate
through problems together while inventing games, they enter a
microcosm of community life, encountering the challenges and joys of
civic responsibility.”

(Butler, 2016)



Why Inventing Games?

“An inventing game learning context

results in better understanding not only of

game structures, game play, and situated

skills, but also of self and others, as well

as issues of social justice and what

makes democracy work”

(Butler, 2016)



Butler, J. (2013). Stages for Children  Inventing Games, in Journal of Physical Education, Recreation 
and Dance, 84:4 48-53



What did we do?

The winning team with their form teachers



Scan this QR code for a short video on 
our inventing game journey



1. Focus of Inventing Game

• Invent a game that has the following elements: fun, fair, 
flow, for everyone (inclusive), safe, challenge

• Games concepts and skills necessary to play well

• Appreciating rules

• Importance of communication

• Group processes on decision making

• Working as a team

• Being kind



Inventing Games (Net-barrier) Resources





2. Creating a Community: Our Class Padlet
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2. Creating a Community: Our Class Padlet



3. Assigning Roles and Creating an 
Identity



3. Assigning Roles and Creating an Identity



4. Creating a Fun and Conducive 
Learning Environment

Rewards Music Empower



5. Scaffold their Learning

Primary rules of net-barrier games

Fun Fair Flow For 
everyone

Safe



5. Scaffold their Learning



6. Creating Group Rules 



6. Creating Group Rules 



6. Creating Group Rules 



7. Intentionality of Design
(E.g. Creating Moments of Aporia) 



7. Intentionality of Design
(E.g. Creating Moments of Aporia) 



8. Extend Learning to Beyond the Classroom
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8. Extend Learning to Beyond the Classroom

When was the last time someone was kind to you? Briefly 

describe the kind act and how you felt.
The incident happened when I was 5 years-old. I was wandering around the

shopping mall with my face wet with tears as I looked around for my parents. Just

then, a security guard approached me and asked me what happened. I told him

that I was lost and that I could not find my parents. The security guard then

comforted me and brought me to the information counter to make an

announcement. Not long after, my parents came to the information counter to

look for me. My initial sad face immediately lit up as I went forward to hug my

parents. My parents then thanked the security guard and brought me home. I

deeply appreciated the security guard's help and I am amazed at how just one

kind deed can bring a smile to my face.



8. Extend Learning to Beyond the Classroom



9. Anchor on Values and 21CC

Teamwork Communication Respect

Creativity Conflict 
Management

Resilient



10. Emphasise Collaboration



11. Constantly Seeking Evidence of Learning

Padlet

Self-evaluate

Peer 

assessment Exit slip

Questioning

Focus Group Discussion

Pre and post 

IG Surveys

Video 

analysis

Observations

Assignments



What did the Students Learn?
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What did the Students Learn?

“One thing that I like about Inventing Games is that we can 

learn more about characters and improve ourselves to be a 

better person.”

“If everyone on the team has great ideas but cannot 

communicate well, the team will fail.”

“Being kind, being open to other's opinions and ideas and 

having good communication skills.”



What did the Students Learn?

“Now I know when to listen, stop talking and I know when to 

talk.”

“Calm everybody down, listen to their opinions and give my 

point of view.”

"Respect everyone; Don't be afraid to voice out your ideas; 

Be responsible and carry out your role well."



What did the Students Learn?

“1. Do not fight when there's a disagreement 2.be kind 3. do 

not use rude words.”

“To be respectful, to listen to each other and to care about 

each other.”

“1.Be kind 2.Be civilized 3.Do not put down others."



What did We Learn?

Physicality of PE

Take time to manage 

the conflict

Scaffold their 

learning

Ask the right question and 

know when to intervene



What is Next? 

• Inventing invasion games

• Implementing shorter inventing games experiences with 
younger students

• Presenting at TGfU Conference 2024!

• Contact me at teng_tse_sheng@moe.gov.sg if you are 
keen to implement IG and need someone to bounce off 
ideas

mailto:teng_tse_sheng@moe.gov.sg


Conclusion

Whether or not IG will work for you depends very much on your beliefs on the 

following:

• The purpose of PE

• The role of teachers

• How students learn

“…inventing games are most effectively taught by teachers with an ecological

complexity worldview… such teachers focus on emergent learning as they

encourage learners to ask and consider critical questions to construct knowledge

and meaning and develop a sense of ownership of their learning…”

(Butler, 2016, p.12)



Scan this QR code for a short video of a 
game that one of the groups invented



“Inventing Games is not just a fun experiment. Rather, it
is part of an integrated, considered physical education
curriculum.”

(Butler, 2016)



What is the purpose of games education?



Question Time



Keep in touch!
teng_tse_sheng@moe.gov.sg


